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Best book on grieving ever!! When I shed my husband in a tragic incident, I could not seem to "overcome
it" and comes to terms along with his death.I think it's a great book and it really helped me process my
feelings and just why I felt certain ways or lack of concentration. As more and more friends or spouses of
friends died, I bought more copies of this book to give to the surviving partner & A Wonderful Help in
Getting thru grief. You're actually not heading crazy, you're grieving! The author describes the grief
knowledge in one chapter. After that she discusses surviving particular types of loss in extra chapters, e.
This book offers very practical suggestions;, surviving the increased loss of a spouse, surviving the loss of a
parent, surviving the loss of a child, surviving the increased loss of someone from an accidental loss of life,
surviving suicide, surviving murder and surviving reduction during childhood. I would suggest it to
everyone who has suffered a loss.g. it is a "how to" book about grieving. The information in each section
speaks extremely specifically to that type of loss. Until we've lost someone very near us, we see grief as a
stranger. Excellent Handbook Great guide for grieving friend. I am a therapist and have shared this
publication with clients for a long time. Must browse for grief! She got the same a reaction to the publication
as I did. Among the sisters there, whom I thought we would confide in, offered me this reserve and I cannot
thank her enough. It certainly places everything into perspective and gives you a sense that others have
experienced the same manner you have. I facilitated a Grief Recovery class at my church and I provided
each person in the class a copy of "the book" as it has become known, as well as the components provided
for the program. I highly recommend this book. A couple of years later, a friend of mine died (also of
cancers) and I purchased a duplicate of the publication to give to his widow. This book was great and I
highly recommend it. I recently lost my father and besides likely to counseling, this reserve tells from true
people definitely not the stages of grief, but the symptoms of grief. First half of the book deals with general
areas of grief and the next part discusses specific losses family.There is also certain chapters that cope with
specifics. Such as, loss of parent, lack of spouse, loss of sibling. Towards the trunk of the publication it
describes guidance and organizations, either creating your very own group or attending one. A pal
recommended I attend an exclusive retreat at a close by monastery. We don't know until it occurs how
exactly we will react. When I shed my wife to cancer 20 years back, a psychologist gave this publication to
me.Have used this phenomenal journal myself and for several needing friends.Have this always on hand.
Five Stars Happy to finally have a copy. Local book stores usually do not stock it. Five Stars Great book.
Very thought-provoking Five Stars This is an excellent book. It was an enormous help to me in overcoming
my grief. This is an excellent book for those who have lost someone you care about. Great book for people
who have lost a loved one. Very informative Exceptional book for a variety of losses Superb book for a
number of losses. What you may have as such a side effect and what others have felt during the processes of
grief.
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